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TheNuweveldberge forms the central andmost arid component to the southernGreat Escarpment in SouthAfrica. Situated between the Sneeuberg in
the east and the Hantam–Roggeveld in the west, the Nuweveldberge has elements of both the Succulent Karoo and Grassland Biomes. The
Nuweveldberge has low endemism (0.5%) compared to the adjacent Sneeuberg (2.3%) and Roggeveldberge (ca. 8%). Following an extensive floristic
survey of the Nuweveldberge, a contribution of 473 taxa is provided. Together with the flora by Rubin et al., 2001 for the Karoo National Park this
provides a total flora of 1139 taxa for the Nuweveldberge. Numerous range extensions of (previous) Sneeuberg endemics and Drakensberg near-
endemics onto the Nuweveldberge are recorded. Although the Nuweveldberge may have been a corridor facilitating the movement of species from the
Cape Floristic Region via the Komsberg through the Nuweveldberge onto the Sneeuberg (and of Drakensberg elements westwards from the Sneeuberg)
there is currently little evidence of such connectivity. This is postulated to be due to aridification of the Nuweveldberge since the Last GlacialMaximum,
and also likely explains the low endemism on the Nuweveldberge.
© 2010 SAAB. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The Nuweveldberge, straddling the Northern Cape andWestern
Cape Provinces in South Africa, comprises the gently arcing
section of the southern Great Escarpment located between the
Roggeveld–Komsberg in the west and the Sneeuberg in the east,
falling into the Sutherland, Merweville, Fraserburg and Beaufort
West Districts (Fig. 1). The Nuweveldberge can be neatly
partitioned as stretching from the Dwyka River Gorge (Fig. 2E)
in the west (separating it from the Roggeveld–Komsberg in the
west), to Beaufort West in the east. It is separated from the
Sneeuberg by the 150 km-wide “Nelspoort Interval” (Clark et al.,
2009; Nordenstam, 1969). To the south lies the Koup and
Moordenaars Karoos, which are part of the lower Great Karoo
(Hilton-Taylor, 1987) andwhich separate the Nuweveldberge from
the Klein- and Groot-Swartberge of the inland Cape Fold Ranges.
To the north of theNuweveldberge lies the inland plateau section of
the Great Karoo known as the Bo-Karoo.⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +27 46 6038592; fax: +27 46 6225524.
E-mail address: vincentralph.clark@gmail.com (V.R. Clark).
0254-6299/$ - see front matter © 2010 SAAB. Published by Elsevier B.V. All righ
doi:10.1016/j.sajb.2010.07.011The Nuweveldberge is an intriguing section of Great
Escarpment in South Africa, situated in a climatic “no man's
land” — the “all-year rainfall” zone of Chase and Meadows
(2007). Perhaps the Nuweveldberge are the “typical” Karoo
mountains in South Africa, characterised by unpredictable
rainfall (Esler et al., 2006); a harsh, angular geomorphology of
mesas and buttes (Sugden, 1989); and vegetation dominated by
arid karroid shrublands at all altitudes with little obvious
ameliorating effects of altitude as elsewhere on the Great
Escarpment.
The Nama-Karoo Biome, in which the Nuweveldberge is
situated (Sugden, 1989), is an overall poorly studied region
(Burgess et al., 2004; Low and Rebelo, 1998). The Nuweveld-
berge and its vegetation types are not well known (Hilliard,
1994, 1999; Mucina and Rutherford, 2006; Sugden, 1989;
White, 1983), with no botanical publications available except
for the Karoo National Park in the Eastern Nuweveldberge
(Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Rubin et al., 2001). The purpose of
this study is to provide an overview of the Nuweveldberge, its
endemism, and to provide a contribution towards a flora. The
study also considers the role of the Nuweveldberge as ats reserved.
Fig. 1. The Nuweveldberge, indicating the highest points, farms used as bases for fieldwork, and localities mentioned in the text.
Satellite imagery sourced from the CSIR (2009).
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ment (comprising the Roggeveldberge, Nuweveldberge and
Sneeuberg; Clark, 2010) and also possibly with the Cape
Floristic Region (CFR; Mucina and Rutherford, 2006; Van
Wyk and Smith, 2001).
2. The physical and historical environment of
the Nuweveldberge
2.1. Geology and geomorphology
The geology of the Nuweveldberge is dominated by horizontal
Beaufort Series sediments of the Abrahamskraal and Teekloof
Formations heavily intruded by Jurassic dolerites (Du Toit, 1920;
Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Sugden, 1989). These dolerites vary from
prominent inclined sheets (e.g. Salpeterkop in the Steenkamps-
berge; Fig. 2D), to narrow dykes, to the near-horizontal sills which
dominate much of the higher plateaux in the Nuweveldberge
(Fig. 2C).
The Nuweveldberge can be divided into three main sections
of higher ground (Fig. 1). These comprise the Western
Nuweveldberge (from the Dwyka River Gorge to Teekloof
Pass, but with an extensive low altitude plain where the Klein-
Rietrivier has cut south almost to the Great Escarpment crest),
the Central Nuweveldberge (from Teekloof Pass to Klipkraal-se-Berg and incorporating the Steenkampsberge), and the
Eastern Nuweveldberge (from the Bruidegomsberg to De
Jagers Pass). Each of these sections have peaks over 1900 m
in altitude, while the intervening sections of Great Escarpment
drop as low as 1400 m and consist mostly of extensive plains
with negligible gradient. The origin of these large, featureless
intervening plains on the Great Escarpment is probably a
combination of plantation by fluvial systems (such as the Riet,
Klein-Riet, Teekloof and the various river systems between
Klipkraal-se-berg and the Eastern Nuweveldberge), and a
dominance of shale in these areas. Shale is easily removed in
the absence of any extensive, resistant dolerite sills while the
higher sections of the Nuweveldberg Escarpment are almost
without exception capped with dolerite. The plains then
generally represent areas of low dolerite intrusion and higher
erodability, while the higher, mountainous parts represent areas
dominated by dolerite and have greater resistance against
erosion (Burgess et al., 2004; Sugden, 1989).
Despite the dominance of resistant dolerite, the mountainous
sections of the Nuweveldberge have been subject to extensive
headward erosion from south-flowing streams (Sugden, 1989).
These streams, flowing south down the Great Escarpment,
have the advantage of being steeper in gradient than streams
originating north of the watershed, and consequently have more




Fig. 2. A selection of photographs from the Nuweveldberge: (A) Karoo Escarpment Grassland on the Eastern Nuweveldberge (1700–1900 m), Karoo National Park;
(B) Puttersvlei (=Bokkraal Vlei) on the Eastern Nuweveldberge plateau (1716 m), Karoo National Park; (C) dramatic scarps of the Eastern Nuweveldberge, Karoo
National Park; (D) Salpeterkop (1852 m) in the Central Nuweveldberge; (E) the arid Dwyka River Gorge (1050 m at the riverbed), Western Nuweveldberge; and
(F) Bontberg (1922 m) in the Western Nuweveldberge.
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examples of this are the Dwyka River, which has formed an
impressive gorge separating the Besemgoedberg from the
Nuweveldberge, and the Teekloof River with its landmark
waterfall. Further major incisions are present in the Oukloof
Pass region (a result of the various tributaries of the Koeke-moersrivier), resulting in a very sinuous and dissected Great
Escarpment frontage of free-standing mesas and buttes with
names such as Kleinberg (1602 m), Tafelberg (1588 m),
Kraaifontein-se-berg (1655 m), Korannasfonteinberg (1637 m)
and Paalhuisberg (1624 m) (Fig. 1). The Eastern Nuweveldberge
has also been subject to deep incision in places, such as along
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Pass area (by the western tributaries of the Platdoringrivier). The
Western Nuweveldberge, in contrast to the Central and Eastern
Nuweveldberge, forms a mostly single-faced Great Escarpment
front with low sinuosity.
The highest peaks in the Nuweveldberge are Tafelberg
(1956 m; above the Karoo National Park, Eastern Nuweveld-
berge), Teepunt (1924 m; Eastern Nuweveldberge), Bontberg
(1922 m; Western Nuweveldberge; Fig. 2F), Tafelberg (1913 m;
the conspicuous mesa west of the base of Teekloof Pass, Western
Nuweveldberge); an unnamed peak in the Karoo National Park
(1909 m; the name “Puttersvlei Peak” is suggested; Fig. 2C), and
Klipkraal-se-Berg (1907 m, Central Nuweveldberge).
2.2. Hydrology
The Nuweveldberge form a true continental watershed,
with each side draining to different oceans. This is in contrast
to the both the Sneeuberg and the Roggeveldberge (Clark et
al., 2009; Clark, 2010). To the north, the Nuweveld is
drained by the Sakrivier system that terminates in the large
Grootvloer pan in Bushmanland (Mucina and Rutherford,
2006), and ultimately to the Orange River and the Atlantic
Ocean. The principal rivers that are part of this north-flowing
system are (from west to east) the Riet, the Klein-Riet, the
Sout and the Sakrivier (Fig. 1). To the south, the Nuweveld is
drained by the Dwyka and Gamka River systems, which form
the Karoo catchment area of the Gouritz River system which
discharges into the Indian Ocean west of Mossel Bay
(Mucina and Rutherford, 2006).
The rivers arising on the Western and Central Nuweveldberge
are largely episodic or at best non-perennial. Regardless of size,
they are invariably characterised by grey ormaroon gravel (“gruis”)
beds of various depth overlying bedrock, often shale. The larger
riverbeds vary from 5 to 20 m wide (such as the Dwyka River and
Rietrivier), occasionally up to 50 m wide (Klein-Rietrivier). The
main erosive power of these Nuweveld rivers is probably
attributable to occasional flash flood events, the easy erodability
of the Karoo sediments, and the paucity of vegetation cover.
The haphazard drainage network on the “flats” between the
Central and Eastern Sections of the Nuweveldberge suggests
that in a wetter climate these vast plains would form extensive
marshlands due to negligible gradient and poor drainage.
Currently they comprise a series of haphazard stream courses
with high sinuosity and terminate in large local pans or “vloere.”
These plains can be comparedwith those of the north-eastern Free
State and south-eastern Mpumalanga Highveld, where a mean
annual rainfall of 800+ mm and a high sinuosity from negligible
gradient has resulted in an impressive system of ox-bow lakes and
extensive vlei-lands.
The Eastern Nuweveldberge provides possibly the only area in
the Nuweveldberge where reliable stream-flow can be encoun-
tered. A higher mean annual rainfall and increased rainfall
reliability than further west may allow for this (Rubin and Palmer,
1996; Rubin et al., 2001). Remnant well-managed upland vlei
systems — such as Puttersvlei (also known as Bokkraal Vlei;
Sugden, 1989; Fig. 1) in theKarooNational Park— no doubt alsofacilitate stream-flow reliability. Many of the other larger vleis
occurring in the Eastern Nuweveldberge have been canalised and
drained for cultivation (Sugden, 1989).
2.3. Soils
Soils are poorly developed in the Western and Central
Nuweveldberge. The arid climate inhibits the chemical
weathering of rock into regolith and its contribution to the
mineral component of soil. The vegetation is sparse and
heavy thundershowers quickly erode any exposed soil. In
addition, prominent geological sediments such as shale do
not form soil, crumbling rather into a nutrient deficient
“gruis” (gravel) that retains little moisture. Nuweveld soils
are also generally orthic (lacking in humic material) and
calcerous (Low and Rebelo, 1998; Rubin and Palmer, 1996;
Sugden, 1989). Soils in the prominent dolerite uplands, the
broad upland valleys, and the extensive intervening flats are
considered below.
2.3.1. Dolerite uplands
A shallow, red-brown loamy-clay in situ soil forms on the
higher dolerite plateaux and gentler plateaux slopes of the
Western and Central Nuweveldberge, and is protected from
erosion by the “imbedded” dolerite boulders that dominate these
plateaux. This dolerite “klipveld” consists of black, rounded
dolerite stones and boulders (ca. 50 cm×20 cm to 1 m×1 m),
and which form an almost continuous “pavement” of rounded
boulders. At lower altitudes, dolerite “klipveld” often consists
of a loose surface of small round boulders (ca. 10 cm×10 cm),
and which could aptly be called “cannonballveld.”
The best developed soils are in the Eastern Nuweveldberge,
where — given the higher rainfall of 406 mm (Rubin and
Palmer, 1996; Rubin et al., 2001) — a rich, black turf clay
occurs on the dolerite-capped plateaux. This is similar to the
soils on the Sneeuberg plateau (Clark et al., 2009), and is
possibly one reason why the Nuweveldberge is floristically
similar to the Sneeuberg (Clark, 2010). Although Rubin et al.
(2001) indicate that sedimentary rocks in the Nuweveldberge
produce more fertile soils, it is the first author's experience that
dolerites generally produce a more fertile, loamy-clay soil and
consequently support a richer plant diversity than weathered
sediments do.
2.3.2. Upland valleys
The large upland valleys in the Nuweveldberge often host
gravelly, sandy or loamy-clay soils which are often deep
(N1 m) and also highly susceptible to erosion from sheetwash
and gully erosion. These colluvial deposits suggest a wetter
climate in times past that allowed for a higher soil formation
rate than at present and subsequent deposition in these
valleys. Examples of this soil can be seen on the Central
Nuweveldberge.
2.3.3. Flats
The soil on the vast flats east of Klipkraal-se-berg varies from
shale outcrops without soil, to a gravelly soil 10 cm deep, to a soil
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a reddish loam with depth and overlying shale fragments. It is
possible that much of this soil is alluvial or aeolian rather than in
situ in origin. The plains not overlain by soils are covered in shale-
derived gravel. Wind may be an important agent of erosion on
these featureless plains (Sugden, 1989).
2.4. Climate
The Nuweveldberge falls into the “all-year rainfall” region
in southern Africa (Chase and Meadows, 2007; Sugden,
1989) and consequently falls into the transition zone between
the winter rainfall regime in the west and the summer rainfall
regime in the east. The result of this climatic “no man's land”
is rainfall unreliability and regular drought (Burgess et al.,
2004; Esler et al., 2006; Mucina and Rutherford, 2006;
Venter et al., 1986).
2.4.1. Precipitation and wind
The Western and Central Nuweveldberge receive between
200 and 300 mm per annum (Venter et al., 1986),
substantially less than the Sneeuberg's 500 to 1000 mm
(Clark et al., 2009). Parts of the Eastern Nuweveldberge have
a mean annual precipitation (MAP) of just over 400 mm
(Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Rubin et al., 2001) and Sugden
(1989) indicates that rainfall can even reach 750 mm here.
Between 50 and 70% percent of the MAP falls in summer i.e.
October to March (Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Sugden, 1989;
Venter et al., 1986), with a rainfall peak throughout the
Nuweveldberge occurring in March (Esler et al., 2006;
Mucina and Rutherford, 2006; K. Olivier, pers. comm.;
Sugden, 1989). The late rains result in a very short growth
period for plants before the onset of the harsh winter
conditions (Hoffman and Cowling, 1987; Mucina and
Rutherford, 2006). Locally Sutherland (on the Roggeveld)
is considered to be the principal cut-off between summer and
winter rainfall in the region (Sieberhagen, pers. comm.),
although Fraserburg is closer to the 50/50 divide (Venter et
al., 1986).
Rainfall is often in the form of heavy thundershowers resulting
from convection activity or frontal systems (Esler et al., 2006;
Sugden, 1989). Summer thundershowers can bring local (“plek-
plek”) rain rather than regional rain, resulting in one farm being
well-watered in any particular summer while neighbouring farms
suffer drought. This was evident in March 2009 when the Farm
Puntkraal had received 77 mm for the month while the Farm De
Vlei, 12 km away, was in the grip of a severe drought (D. Olivier,
pers. comm.; K. Olivier, pers. comm.).
The local farmers speak of “suiderwee,” which in contrast to
local rain showers is a persistent, gentle rain falling on the Great
Escarpment over the course of 2 or 2 days following cold fronts
when the wind shifts to the south or south-east (Cowling and
Lombard, 2002; D. Olivier, pers. comm.; K. Olivier, pers. comm.).
Apparently this rain has decreased over the past few years, possibly
as a result of the 10–12-year wet–dry oscillations occurring the in
the region (such asBoardman et al., 2003 andPalmer, 1988 indicate
for the Sneeuberg). This type of rain is generally considered to bethe most beneficial rain on the Nuweveldberge, although it is
generally confined to the Great Escarpment crest and immediately
adjacent plateaux (K. Olivier, pers. comm.).
Other significant forms of precipitation are regular frost
and snowfalls in winter at higher altitudes (Sugden, 1989; K.
Olivier, pers. comm.), and mist along the Great Escarpment
(Rubin and Palmer, 1996; pers. obs.). Overall, the Nuwe-
veldberge is moister than the lower slopes and surrounding
plains as it attracts advective fog and is more conducive to
convective cloud formation (Rubin and Palmer, 1996;
Sugden, 1989).
The Nuweveldberge is considered to be windy, with south-
easterlies dominating in summer and north-westerlies in winter
(Sugden, 1989).
2.4.2. Temperature
The Nuweveldberge has a cool steppe climate (Rubin and
Palmer, 1996), with mean annual temperatures of between 15
and 17.5 °C (Venter et al., 1986). Seasonal extremes are
typical, with maximum summer temperatures exceeding
40 °C (Sugden, 1989) and 10–50 days per year with a
minimum temperature below 0 °C (Venter et al., 1986). The
base of the Great Escarpment is considerably warmer than the
summit plateau (Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Venter et al.,
1986).
2.4.3. Important micro-climates
Micro-climates are created by aspect, with south-facing
slopes being shaded, moister and cooler than north-facing
slopes (Sugden, 1989). South–east facing slopes receive more
moisture than any other aspect, and consequently host a richer
flora. The highest peaks can be expected to be subject to more
extreme wind and cold conditions than elsewhere on the
Nuweveldberge.
2.5. Vegetation
Despite the general aridity of the Nuweveldberge, four
biomes are represented on this section of the Great
Escarpment together with two important azonal vegetation
communities.
2.5.1. Fynbos Biome
The Fynbos Biome is represented on the Nuweveldberge
by Roggeveld Shale Renosterveld (Mucina and Rutherford,
2006), a vegetation unit paralleled by Van der Merwe et al.'s
(2009a) Rosenia oppositifolia Mountain Renosterveld. Rog-
geveld Shale Renosterveld occurs from the Roggeveld onto
the Western and Central Nuweveldberge as far east as
Klipkraal-se-Berg.
Roggeveld Shale Renosterveld is a component of the broader
Escarpment Mountain Renosterveld of Low and Rebelo (1998)
and Acocks's (1988) Mountain Renosterveld (A43) vegetation
types that extends from the Nuweveldberge to the Hantam-
berge. Acocks (1988) considers this Renosterveld to be invasive
of a previously much grassier habitat, possibly as a result of
overgrazing following the extermination of the original
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livestock (Low and Rebelo, 1998; Manning and Goldblatt,
2002; Van der Merwe et al., 2009a). Although Roggeveld Shale
Renosterveld is indicated by Mucina and Rutherford (2006) as
dominating the high plateaux of the Western and Central
Nuweveldberge, much of these high plateaux are in fact
dominated by dolerite (as opposed to shale), and host a grassy
shrubland with a strong succulent presence on a rich loamy-
clay. Typical species include (species author names are not
repeated in the text for species listed in Appendix A) Arctotis
diffusa, Crassula sarcocaulis subsp. sarcocaulis, Eriocephalus
ericoides, Euphorbia caturviflora, Felicia fascicularis, Felicia
filifolia, Massonia depressa, Merxmuellera disticha, Merx-
muellera dura, Merxmuellera stricta, Oxalis melanosticta,
Passerina sp., Pelargonium abrotanifolium, Pelargonium
tragacanthoides, Pentzia tortuosa, Polygala ephedroides,
Pteronia glomerata, Ruschia cradockensis subsp. tricticiformis,
Ruschia hamata and Themeda triandra. It is not difficult to
imagine a much grassier montane vegetation if there was an
increased regular rainfall combined with judicious grazing
management, as the same soil conditions support extensive
grassland on the Eastern Nuweveldberge and on the Sneeuberg.
Renosterveld is prevalent on the steeper slopes and usually on
soils derived from sedimentary rock.
2.5.2. Succulent Karoo Biome
The lower-altitude areas of the Nuweveld plateau as far
west as Oukloof Pass consist of Roggeveld Karoo (Mucina
and Rutherford, 2006). Although placed in the Succulent
Karoo Biome, it is considered transitional between Succulent
Karoo and Nama-Karoo (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). It is
a largely undisturbed and uninvaded vegetation unit but
remains botanically poorly explored (Mucina and Rutherford,
2006). As with Roggeveld Shale Renosterveld, it indicates a
strong connection between the Western and Central Nuwe-
veld and the Roggeveld, and is analogous to Van der Merwe
et al.'s (2009b) Ruschia intricata–P. glomerata Roggeveld
Karoo.
2.5.3. Nama-Karoo Biome
Upper Karoo Hardeveld of the Nama-Karoo Biome
dominates the drier, lower-altitude foothills of the Nuwe-
veldberge from below the Steenkampsberg and Klipkraal-se-
berg eastwards, with smaller patches on the dolerite
“rooikoppies” scattered inland of the Great Escarpment
front (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). This is a widespread
although scattered vegetation unit in the central-eastern
Karoo (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). North of the
Nuweveldberge, the vegetation is dominated by the very
widespread Western Upper Karoo and Eastern Upper Karoo
vegetation units (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). The plains
south of the Nuweveldberge consist of Gamka Karoo
(Mucina and Rutherford, 2006).
2.5.4. Grassland Biome
The Eastern Nuweveldberg summit consists of Karoo
Escarpment Grassland, the same grassland unit as occurringon the Sneeuberg and on the drier, inland slopes of the Great
Winterberg–Amatolas and Stormberg (Mucina and Rutherford,
2006). This grassland in the Nuweveldberge is the western-most
outlier of the Grassland Biome in South Africa (Mucina and
Rutherford, 2006). It is dominated by M. disticha (Acocks,
1988) and can be considered marginal, both in terms of the
lower species diversity compared to the Sneeuberg, and in terms
of being in a probable permanent tension with karroid
shrubland. Acocks (1988) referred to this vegetation type as
Karroid Merxmuellera Mountain Veld, and viewed it having a
close relationship to Mountain Renosterveld (i.e. Roggeveld
Shale Renosterveld of Mucina and Rutherford, 2006, in this
instance). He also postulated that M. disticha is the probably
naturally dominant grass species on sandstone, while on dolerite
and on better developed soils the dominant grasses would be T.
triandra and Tetrachne dregei. The observations of Acocks
(1988) and our own field investigations support this.
The summit plateau in the Karoo National Park gives a
good idea of the tension between karroid montane shrubland
and grassland in this region. Overgrazing and/or the absence
of fire probably encourage the formation of the dense karroid
montane shrubland up to 1 m tall dominated by Elytropappus
rhinocerotis, Euryops lateriflorus and Passerina montana.
Areas regularly burnt have rich grassland-dominated by T.
triandra on rocky dolerite slopes, while karroid montane
shrubland and or M. disticha is dominant on sedimentary and
metamorphic substrates. Good veld management in the Karoo
National Park has provided a baseline of ideal grassland
conditions for the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
2.5.5. Azonal vegetation
Two important azonal vegetation types occur in the
Nuweveldberge: those found in riparian systems and wetlands,
and those associated with south-facing cliffs.
2.5.5.1. Riparian systems and wetlands. South-flowing
rivers off the Nuweveldberge are locally dominated by
Southern Karoo Riviere vegetation, comprising thickets of
Acacia karroo, Salsola spp. and Tamarix usneoides (Mucina
and Rutherford, 2006). Bushmanland Vloere occurs on the
vast flats to north of the Nuweveldberge and also on the
intervening plains between the Western and Central Nuwe-
veldberge and between the Central and Eastern Nuweveld-
berge (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). It consists of pans
often connected by flat, intermittent rivers (Mucina and
Rutherford, 2006). Ephemeral wetland vegetation elements
are confined to man-made dams in the area.
Seasonal “wetlands” occur on the summit plateau of the
Eastern Nuweveldberge, occupying vast flat areas underlain by
shale between outcrops of dolerite or sandstone. In years of
higher rainfall, rainwater accumulates on these flats, turning the
otherwise Karroid vegetation dominated by Lycium spp. and
typical Karoo shrubs into an extensive temporary wetland. The
endangered Bunolagos monticularis (Riverine Rabbit) is
purported by local farmers to be present on this section of the
Nuweveldberge, and may occur on these seasonally water-
logged flats.
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good veld management have been implemented on the
summit, a very healthy vlei system occurs. This vlei —
referred to as Puttersvlei or Bokkraal Vlei (Sugden, 1989;
Figs. 1 and 2B) — consists of good cover dominated by
Carex glomerabilis, Crassula natans, Fingerhuthia sesler-
iiformis, Fuirena coerulescens, Juncus inflexus, Juncus
oxycarpus, Pennisetum thunbergii, Pseudoschoenis inanis
and T. dregei. Herbaceous species present include Conyza
pinnata, Gunnera perpensa, Limosella sp., Mentha longifolia
subsp. capensis and the alien Urtica dioica. Although not an
unusual plant assemblage (most of the species are typical of
wet areas on the southern Great Escarpment; Clark, 2010),
the extraordinary health of this riparian system compared to
wetlands elsewhere on the Nuweveld Escarpment is a
baseline by which other riparian areas on this section of
the Nuweveldberge can be measured. Unfortunately, this is
the only healthy system encountered on this section of the
Nuweveldberge, other sites having been largely eroded,
probably from decades of heavy grazing and trampling, and
have been replaced by shrub-filled gullies.
For the remainder of the Nuweveld plateau, riparian systems
range fromhaving no riparian or hydrophilic vegetation to hosting
dense stands of Phragmites australis and P. inanis beds, both up
to 3 m tall and often very dense and extensive (N 50 m wide).
M. longifolia andCyperus marginatus are usually abundant along
all watercourses, wet or dry, and J. inflexus is also common in
most riparian habitats. Riverbanks are regularly characterised by a
shrubby community dominated by Conyza scabra, E. rhinocer-
otis, Euryops annae, Penztia spp. and Stipagrostis namaquensis.
Salix mucronata subsp. capensis occurs occasionally, and the
invasive aliens Salix babylonica and Populus×canescens are
often common. Pools with regular standing water are character-
ised by J. oxycarpus and Juncus exsertus, and more rarely Typha
capensis occurs. Damp areas along watercourses and in seeps are
typified by Agrostis lachnantha, Berula erecta subsp. thunbergii,
Lobelia thermalis, Pseudognaphalium luteo-album, Ranunculus
multifidus and Veronica anagallis-aquatica. One watercourse on
the Western Nuweveldberge had a local population of Senecio
erubescens and Scabiosa columbaria, both species more typical
of moist grassland to the east.
2.5.5.2. Cliff communities. Higher-altitude cliff communities
in the Nuweveldberge are very similar to the cliff commu-Table 1
Collecting localities in the Nuweveldberge (2007–2009).
Localities Dates
1. Banksgate (Aasvoëlkrans), Western Nuweveldberge. September
2 and 3. Karoo National Park and surrounds,
Eastern Nuweveldberge.
November
4. Teekloof Pass and environs, Central Nuweveldberge. October 20
5. Oukloof, Klipkraal-se-berg, Steenkampsberg and environs, and
Aasvoëlkrans, Bontberg and Dwyka River Gorge and environs,
Central and Western Nuweveldberge.
March 200nities of the Roggeveld, and many of the same species occur
in both of these sections of the Great Escarpment without
interruption. Cliffortia arborea, although typically associated
with the Roggeveld, is generally much more abundant in the
Nuweveldberge. It can be found along the bases of most
south-facing cliffs and on south-facing screes across the
entire length of the Nuweveldberge. Berkheya cardopatifolia
also dominates much of the south-facing cliffs, growing into
large, cascading clumps several metres in extent. Other
species shared between the Roggeveld and Nuweveld cliff
communities are Cromidon decumbens, Oxalis heterophylla,
Selago rigida and a new species of Asparagus (S. Burrows,
pers. comm.). Several species more typical of the Sneeuberg
and moister eastern Great Escarpment occur on the cliff-lines
of the Eastern Nuweveldberge. Notable examples are
Asplenium trichomanes subsp. quadrivalens, Bupleurum
mundii, Guthriea capensis, Heteromorpha arborescens var.
arborescens (interior form), Senecio asperulus and Zalu-
zianskya ovata. The cliffs are also the main habitat for
numerous species found right along the southern Great
Escarpment, notable examples being Asplenium cordatum,
Brachypodium bolusii, Cineraria aspera, Cineraria mollis,
Nemesia fruticans (=N. “foetens”), Sutera macrosiphon, and
Urtica lobata. The Great Escarpment cliff-line is thus
suggested to provide an important comparatively mesic and
shaded refugia or corridor on the Nuweveldberge.
2.6. Pioneer botanical work
The Karoo National Park has been well collected since its
proclamation in 1979, and has a flora of 864 taxa (Rubin et al.,
2001). It is not certain how well collected the remainder of the
Nuweveld is, nevertheless it appears to have been generally poorly
collected, or studies undertaken have focused on specific genera or
groups of plants. Known collectors are J. Drège, P.V. Bruyns, B.
Gibbs Russell, P. Herman, H.W.R. Marloth, A.R. Palmer, B.
Randall, R. Robinson, F. Rubin, D. Shearing, C. Stuart, C. van
Ginkel and E. van Jaarsveld (Rubin and Palmer, 1996; Rubin et al.,
2001; Van Jaarsveld, pers. comm.).
3. A contribution to a flora of the Nuweveldberge
Four fieldtrips were undertaken between 2007 and 2009
(Table 1). Collecting focussed on the highest peaks andCollectors Grids
2007. Clark VR, Barker NP,
Ramdhani S, Kelly C.
3221 AC,
3221 AD
2007, March 2008. Clark VR, Ngcobo L,
Walton S; Clark VR, Cerros R.
3222AB, AD,
BA, BC
08. Clark VR, Coombs G. 3221BA
9. Clark VR, Midgley J. 3221 AC, AD,
BA, BB
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and on the Great Escarpment slopes. Mesic microhabitats such
as vleis, stream-lines and south-facing cliff communities were
intensively sampled. A total of 1351 specimens was collected.
The identification of specimens was undertaken in the Selmar
Schönland Herbarium (GRA), Albany Museum. Numerous
taxonomists assisted with more difficult groups and with groups
that were being revised at the time (see Acknowledgements).
Specimens have been lodged in GRA, with duplicates of
various groups sent primarily to BLFU, BOL, J, JRAU, K, MO,
NBG, NU, PRE, S andWITS. Duplicates of specimens from the
Eastern Nuweveldberge were also sent to KSAN in Kimberley
and the Karoo National Park field herbarium. The species
obtained from the fieldwork have been augmented in
Appendix A by species noted from literature sources (mostly
taxonomic revisions and treatments) and historical specimens in
GRA where these have been encountered. The fieldwork has
resulted in a flora of 473 species (Appendix A). Appendix A
together with the list of Rubin et al. (2001) for the Karoo
National Park provides a flora of the Nuweveldberge totalling
1139 taxa. This is considered to be representative of the flora of
the Nuweveldberge. Such a flora will be useful for biogeo-
graphical analysis (Born et al., 2007) and conservation
assessments.
4. Species of phytogeographic interest
Noteworthy range extensions are detailed in Table 2. Of
particular interest is the westward range extension of four
species (Ficinia compasbergensis, Helichrysum tysonii, Les-
sertia sneeuwbergensis and Ruschia complanata) previously
considered by Clark et al. (2009) to be Sneeuberg endemics.
What is interesting is that they are not confined to the Eastern
Nuweveldberge, as would be expected, but occur right across
the Nuweveldberge: F. compasbergensis, for instance, has so
far only been collected on the Western Nuweveldberge.
Ehrharta longigluma, Isolepis angelica and P. tortuosa —
considered by Carbutt and Edwards (2006) to be Drakensberg
Alpine Cente (DAC) endemics and found byClark et al. (2009) to
also occur on the Sneeuberg— have now also been found on the
Eastern Nuweveldberge. In addition, several range extensions of
DAC near-endemics (as per Carbutt and Edwards, 2006) are also
now known from the Nuweveldberge, notably Anthospermum
monticola, Cysticapnos pruinosa, Jamesbrittenia filicaulis,
Kniphofia stricta, Kniphofia triangularis, Stachys dregeana and
S. linearis (Table 2). This brings the total of known DAC near-
endemics on the Nuweveldberge to 19 species.
Other interesting range extensions are Stomatium duthiae,
Delosperma brevisepalum and Delosperma concavum (the
latter known from the Sneeuberg, although not listed as endemic
to it, by Clark et al., 2009) onto the Nuweveldberge, and
Delosperma lootsbergense, a range extension onto the Nuwe-
veldberge from the Witteberg and Sneeuberg (Burgoyne, pers.
comm.; Clark et al., 2009). Malephora crocea — for which
fruit, ecology and distribution are listed as unknown by
Hartmann, 2001b — was collected between the Nuweveld
Escarpment (Oukloof Pass) and Fraserburg. Trichodiademapomeridianum is a range extension from Fauresmith in the Free
State (Hartmann, 2001b) through the Sneeuberg (Clark et al.,
2009) to the Western Nuweveldberge, while Trichodiadema
setuliferum (with distribution listed as “Somerset East?” by
Hartmann, 2001b) is now known from the Eastern Nuweveld-
berge. Lotononis caerulescens, previously considered endemic
to the Sneeuberg, Great Winterberg–Amatolas and Stormberg
(Van Wyk, 1991), is now also known from the Eastern
Nuweveldberge, strengthening links between all these moun-
tains. Euryops marlothii, previously considered endemic to the
Hantam–Roggeveld (Nordenstam, 1969), is now known across
to the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
An interesting collection is Clutia marginata, a shrub up to
1.5 m tall and locally abundant on the upper escarpment slopes
of the Eastern Nuweveldberge. The plant is known from a
previous collection by Drège from the same area in the early
1800s, but also occurs on the Cape Fold Ranges in the
Ladismith and George Districts (Prain, 1913).5. Endemic taxa
Nordenstam (1969) and Hilliard (1994) considered the entire
stretch of Great Escarpment from the Hantamberge through to
Beaufort West as one phytogeographical centre, re. the
“Western Upper Karroo Centre.” This is similar to Hilton-
Taylor's (1987) “Western Mountain Karoo, Hamtam Moun-
tains and Nuiweveld” preliminary phytogeographical centre,
although he separates the Roggeveld out as a separate centre.
There are also several delimitations of the Hantam–Roggeveld
Centre (HRC) as part of the Succulent Karoo Biome,
terminating at Teekloof Pass in the Central Nuweveldberge
(Mucina and Rutherford, 2006; Van Wyk and Smith, 2001),
thus dividing the Nuweveldberge into an HRC (Succulent
Karoo-dominated) component in the west and central, and a
grassland-dominated component in the east. Regardless of
where the HRC's eastern limit is placed, geomorphological
continuity with the Roggeveldberge is clearly an important
factor for numerous shared endemics (e.g. C. arborea) as well
as numerous other species that occur along the Nuweveldberge
from the Roggeveld, despite the change in rainfall regime from
winter in the west, to all year in the Western and Central
Nuweveldberge, to summer on the Eastern Nuweveldberge
(Born et al., 2007; Clark, 2010). An extensive discussion of the
HRC is provided by Clark (2010) and Clark et al. (in
preparation).
Unlike the Sneeuberg and the Hantam–Roggeveldberge,
the Nuweveldberge has very few of its own plant and faunal
endemics. Only six plant species (0.5%) appear to be
endemic to the Nuweveldberge (Table 3), compared to the
28 (2.3%) Sneeuberg endemics (Clark et al., 2009; Clark,
2010) and the 177 (ca. 8.6%) HRC endemics (Born et al.,
2007; Clark et al., in preparation). The Nuweveldberge shares
four plant species previously thought to be endemic to the
Sneeuberg (with one extending to the Roggeveld; Clark,
2010), and 13 endemics with the Hantam–Roggeveld (Clark
et al., in preparation).
Table 2
Range extensions and noteworthy collections on the Nuweveldberge.
Species Family Notes References
Anthospermum
monticola Puff
Rubiaceae A DAC near-endemic. Now also known
from the Nuweveldberge.
Carbutt and Edwards, 2006;
Retief, pers. comm.
Cineraria geraniifolia DC. Asteraceae A DAC near-endemic. Now also known
from the Western Nuweveldberge.




Fumariaceae Known from the eastern Great Escarpment as far
west as the Sneeuberg. Now also known from the
Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Manning et al., 2009.
Delosperma brevisepalum
L. Bolus
Mesembryanthemaceae Known from the Sneeuberg, now also known from
the Eastern and Central Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001a; Clark et al.,
2009; Burgoyne, pers. comm.
Delosperma concavum
L. Bolus
Mesembryanthemaceae Previously only known from the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001a; Clark et al.,
2009; Burgoyne, pers. comm.
Delosperma
lootsbergense Lavis
Mesembryanthemaceae Known from the DAC to the Sneeuberg, now also known
from the Eastern and Western Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001a; Clark et al.,
2009; Burgoyne, pers. comm.
Delosperma multiflorum
L.Bolus
Mesembryanthemaceae Distribution recorded as Hankey in the Eastern Cape






Poaceae Known from the DAC to the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Carbutt and Edwards, 2006; Clark
et al., 2009; Fish, pers. comm.
Euryops annae E.Phillips Asteraceae Known from the DAC to the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the entire Nuweveldberge.
Nordenstam, 1969; Rubin figure




Cyperaceae Previously only known from the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the Western Nuweveldberge.
Clark et al. 2009.
Helichrysum tysonii Hilliard Asteraceae Previously only known from the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the entire Nuweveldberge.
Hilliard, 1983; Clark et al. 2009.
Isolepis angelica B.L. Burtt Cyperaceae Considered to be a DAC and Sneeuberg endemic. Now known
from across the Nuweveldberge.
Carbutt and Edwards, 2006;




Scrophulariaceae A DAC near-endemic. Now also known from the
Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Hilliard, 1994.










Fabaceae Previously only known from the Sneeuberg. Now also





Fabaceae Endemic to the Sneeuberg, Great Winterberg–Amatolas
and Stormberg. Now also known from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.




Fabaceae Known from the Albany Region and the Koudeveldberge
in the Sneeuberg. Now also known from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Van Wyk, 1991; Clark et al.,
2009; Boatwright, pers. comm.
Malephora crocea
(Jacq.) Schwantes
Mesembryanthemaceae Apparently a virtually unknown species, according to
Hartmann (2001b). Collected on the flats inland of Oukloof





Asteraceae Considered to be a DAC endemic by Carbutt and Edwards
(2006), but also known from the Sneeuberg. Now also known
from the Nuweveldberge.
Carbutt and Edwards, 2006;
Clark et al., 2009.
Ruschia complanata
L.Bolus
Mesembryanthemaceae Previously only known from the Sneeuberg. Now also
known from the Nuweveldberge.
Burgoyne, pers. comm.;
Clark et al., 2009.
Ruschia grisea
(L.Bolus) Schwantes
Mesembryanthemaceae Ecology and distribution unknown, according to Hartmann
(2001b). Now known from the Central Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001b;
Burgoyne, pers. comm.




Stomatium duthiae L.Bolus Mesembryanthemaceae Common on the Sneeuberg. Now also known
from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001b; Clark et al.,
2009; Burgoyne, pers. comm.
Trichodiadema
pomeridianum L.Bolus
Mesembryanthemaceae Distribution recorded as Fauresmith in the Free State
by Hartmann (2001b). Also known from the Sneeuberg,
and now also from the Central and Western Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001b; Clark et al.,
2009; Burgoyne, pers. comm.
Trichodiadema setuliferum
(N.E.Br.) Schwantes
Mesembryanthemaceae Distribution recorded as “Somerset East?” by Hartmann
(2001b). Now also known from the Eastern Nuweveldberge.
Hartmann, 2001b; Burgoyne,
pers. comm.
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Table 3
Plant species endemic to the Nuweveldberge.
Species Family Notes References
Adromischus humilis (Marl.) V. Poelln. Crassulaceae Collected twice by Marloth — since recollected by
E. van Jaarsveld. In the Karoo National Park list of Rubin
et al. (2001). Appears to be a Nuweveldberg endemic.





Colchicaceae Nuweveldberge in the Karoo National Park. Endemic. Müller-Doblies and Müller-
Doblies, 2002.
Lotononis azureoides B.-E. van Wyk Fabaceae Summit of the Eastern Nuweveldberge. Endemic. Van Wyk, 1991.
Pteronia aspalatha DC. Asteraceae Roggeveld Karoo, Fraserburg area. Very poorly
known. Endemic? Specimen from William Burchell
(s.n.) on Aluka.
De Candolle, 1836; Mucina
and Rutherford, 2006; Lowrey,
pers. comm.
Ruschia beaufortensis L.Bolus Mesembryanthemaceae Nuweveldberge at Beaufort West. Endemic. Bolus, 1934;
Hartmann, 2001b.
Ruschia dejagerae L.Bolus Mesembryanthemaceae Cited for Beaufort West by Hartmann (2001b).
Collected on Klipkraal-se-berg in 2009. Appears to
be a Nuweveldberg endemic.
Hartmann, 2001b;
Burgoyne, pers. comm.
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braacki (Braack's Dwarf Leaf-toed Gecko) is restricted to
dolerite outcrops in M. disticha grassland above 1900 m on the
Eastern Nuweveldberge, and Cordylus cloetei (Cloete's Girdled
Lizard) is endemic to sandstone outcrops in T. triandra
grassland in Central Nuweveldberge (Branch, 1998). One
reptile, Pseudocordylus microlepidotus namaquensis (Cape
Crag Lizard; Branch, 1998) is shared with the Roggeveldberge.
No endemic butterflies occur on the Nuweveldberge but
three — Trimenia wykehami (Wykeham's Silver-spotted
Copper), Aloeides kaplani (Kaplan's Copper) and Chrysoritis
midas (Midas Opal)— are shared with the Hantam–Roggeveld
(Woodhall, 2005).
The Nuweveldberge appears thus to be a spill-over or “tail-
end” area for plant and animal endemics centred in the
Roggeveld and Sneeuberg, with representatives from both
these mountain ranges overlapping across the Nuweveldberge.6. Biogeographic connections
6.1. The southern Great Escarpment track
Connectivity along the southern Great Escarpment is evident
from species such as Aspalathus acicularis subsp. acicularis,
Asparagus ferox, Cliffortia ramosissima, Dianthus micropeta-
lus, Eriocephalus eximius, Helichrysum trilineatum, Moraea
unguiculata and Muraltia macrocarpa, which occur from the
Roggeveld across to the Sneeuberg, Great Winterberg–Amato-
las and/or DAC (S. Burrows, pers. comm. Dahlgren, 1988;
Goldblatt and Manning, 1998; Hilliard, 1983; Hooper, 1959;
Levyns, 1954; Müller et al., 2001; Whitehouse, 2002.). Many of
these southern Great Escarpment species are confined to the
Great Escarpment itself or to the highest points along the Great
Escarpment. Some species, such as Lotononis fruticoides (Van
Wyk, 1990, 1991) and faunal species such as Tetradactylus
tetradactylus (Common Long-tailed Seps; Branch, 1998) and
the snailPrestonella bowkeri (Herbert, 2006) are restricted to the
Nuweveldberge and the Sneeuberg, while others are restricted to
the Hantam–Roggeveld and Nuweveldberge.Of particular interest is the westward range extension of four
Sneeuberg endemics onto the Nuweveldberge. Although this
weakens the notion of the Sneeuberg Centre of Endemism, it
lends weight to the notion of a southern Great Escarpment track,
particularly as these species occur right across the Nuweveld-
berge and not only on the Eastern section. The 19 DAC near-
endemics of Carbutt and Edwards's (2006) now known from the
Nuweveldberg also support this. All of this downplays the
biogeographical significance of the Nelspoort Interval, and it is
possible that the Interval is more an effect of climate filtering
than of geomorphological disjunction. The current aridity of the
Nuweveldberge probably limits its usefulness as a montane
corridor in the present climatic regime, and the ephemeral
nature of the rainfall renders mesic refugia less tenable than in
the Sneeuberg. It may have been that during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) the Nuweveldberge would have been a much
wetter section of the southern Great Escarpment given its prime
position to harvest moisture from increased and more intense
frontal systems, and consequently facilitated the eastward
expansion of Roggeveld and CFR species along the Great
Escarpment. The reverse may also have been true during the
warmer, moister times in the Holocene, when a westward and
southward movement of the summer rainfall regime may have
facilitated the westward expansion of moister eastern species
along the Nuweveldberge. The current grassland outlier on the
Eastern Nuweveldberge may be a tenacious legacy from this
time.6.2. Links to the CFR
There are many examples of species which occur on the
inland Cape Fold Ranges (Weimarck's, 1941, Karoo Mountain
Centre, which includes the Witteberg and Klein- and Groot-
Swartberge) and on the Roggeveld–Komsberg, indicating a link
across the Karoo Interval via the Klein-Roggeveldberge (the
Matjiesfontein connection; Clark et al., in preparation). There
are also examples of species that occur on these inland Cape
Fold Ranges and then again only on the Nuweveldberge, e.g.
Lobostemon stachydeus (Weimarck, 1941 — and east to the
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mer, 1976), and C. marginata (Prain, 1913). A faunal parallel of
this distribution is represented by Pachydactylus kladeroderma
(Thin-skinned Thick-toed Gecko; Branch, 1998). This may be a
result of long-distance dispersal across the Great Karoo, or these
species are relicts from a connection across the southern Great
Escarpment from the west. The latter would be surprising
though, as climatic conditions would seem more favourable for
these species on the Hantam–Roggeveld than on the
Nuweveldberge.
Some species occur widely in the CFR and along much of the
southern Great Escarpment. Examples are Euryops imbricatus,
Euryops microphyllus and Euryops oligoglossus (Nordenstam,
1969). Nordenstam (1969) considers these species as possible
representatives of an important migration route in the past. Other
examples include C. ramosissima (Weimarck, 1941). What is
interesting is that there are no Proteaceae, Restionaceae or
Ericaceae in the Nuweveldberge, although there are representa-
tives of all of these on the Sneeuberg, and several Restionaceae
on the Hantam–Roggeveld (Clark et al., 2009; Clark, 2010).
Clark et al. (2009) postulated that the Nuweveldberge may have
been a feeder of CFR species eastward onto the Sneeuberg (from
the Swartberg via the Komsberg), but — as for Great
Escarpment connections discussed above — the Nuweveld-
berge are now too arid to facilitate the movement of Cape species
or to retain any indication of their past presence on the
Nuweveldberge except for arid-adapted species such as
C. marginata and R. spinescens.
7. Conclusion
The low endemism (0.5%) on the Nuweveldberge— despite
geological substrate being identical to the Sneeuberg and its
geomorphological connectivity with the endemic-rich Rogge-
veldberge— begs some questions. This is particularly so as the
Nuweveldberge has a comparable flora to the Sneeuberg,
suggesting that under-collection is not responsible for this low
endemism. The low endemism is most likely a consequence of
the aridification of the Nuweveldberge since the LGM, a result
of being situated in the “all-year rainfall zone” with its
unreliable rainfall regime, compared to the comparatively
regular winter rainfall on the Hantam–Roggeveldberge and
the higher summer rainfall on the Sneeuberg. Despite the low
levels of local endemism on the Nuweveldberge, there is
support for connectivity along the southern Great Escarpment
through the Nuweveldberge, particularly in terms of the shared
endemics with the Hantam–Roggeveldberge and Sneeuberg, as
well as in terms of numerous southern Great Escarpment track
species and shared near-endemics from the DAC to the
Nuweveldberge.
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